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February Almanac: Generally a Tepid Month for Large Caps
By Jeffrey A. Hirsch
Chief Market Strategist
Even though February is right in the
middle of the Best Six Months, its
long-term track record, since 1950, is
not all that stellar. February ranks no
better than seventh and has posted
paltry average gains except for the
Russell 2000. Small cap stocks,
benefiting from “January Effect” carry
over; tend to outpace large cap
stocks in February. The Russell 2000
index of small cap stocks turns in an
average gain of 1.1% in February
since 1979 — just the seventh best
month for that benchmark.

In pre-election years, February’s
performance generally improves
with average returns all turning
positive. NASDAQ
performs
best,
gaining an average
2.8%
in
preelection-year
Februarys
since
1971. Russell 2000
is second best,
averaging gains of
2.5% since 1979.
DJIA and S&P 500,

the large-cap indices, tend to
lag with average advances of
around 1.0%.

The first trading day is bullish for DJIA,
S&P 500 and NASDAQ. Average
gains on the first day over the last
21-year period are right around 0.5%.
Strength then tends to fade after that
until the stronger eighth, ninth and
eleventh trading days.
Presidents’ Day is the lone holiday
that exhibits weakness the day
before and after (Stock Trader’s
Almanac 2019, page 88). The
Friday before this mid-winter threeday break can be treacherous and
average declines persist for three
trading days after the holiday going
back to 1980.
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February Outlook:
Market Internals Support Rally and Solid 2019 Gains
The Dow posted a 7.2% gain for the month of January
— not only its best monthly gain in the past three
months, but its best January since 1989. S&P 500
outpaced the Dow with a 7.9% gain for the month — its
best January since 1987, scoring our third January
Indicator Trifecta in a row. Further details on the bullish
implications of the January Indicator Trifecta appear in
the accompanying “January Barometer 2019 Official
Results” article on page 4.

provide additional support for the “Christmas Eve
Crumble” low. Weekly Advancers, Decliners, New
Highs and New Lows all hit rather extreme levels
throughout December especially the week ending
December 21. Market breath measured by NYSE
Weekly Advancers and NYSE Weekly Decliners has
been bullish since late December with Advancers
outnumbering Decliners by wide margins in four of the
last five weeks.

NASDAQ stocks racked up even better gains than Dow
and S&P posting a 9.7% gain for January, its best
January since 2001. However, the Russell 2000 Index of
small cap stocks was the star of the month beating all
the major U.S. indices with a whopping January gain of
11.2%, its best January since 1987. This is also
reassuring as small caps have a long history of
outperforming large caps in the month of January,
known as the “January Effect.” Small Caps
outperforming in January suggest a healthy market
exhibiting normal bullish behavior.

Weekly New Lows spiked to their highest number since
November 2008 in mid-December at 1648. Weekly New
Highs nearly fell into the single-digits then. Since then,
Weekly New Lows have retreated significantly while
Weekly New Highs expanded slightly. Major indexes
are currently around the mid-point between their
respective December lows and recent all-time highs so
New Highs and New Lows are likely to remain
somewhat subdued.

This phenomenon was first identified by the economist
and investment banker Sidney Wachtel in his 1942
paper “Certain Observations on Seasonal Trends in
Stock Prices” in the Journal of Business published by
the University of Chicago press. Mr. Wachtel studied
and tracked the seasonal movements of the stock
market and is believed to have coined the term
“January Effect.”
Market internals suggest the market likely found at least
an interim low on December 24, 2018 with the highest
Weekly CBOE Equity Only Put/Call Ratio since January
2016 registering 0.92 on December 21, the Friday
before the “Christmas Eve Crumble.” This contrary
sentiment indicator often spikes near the 1.00 level or
higher at major lows as investors and traders buy
protective puts en masse.

But keep the 2008-2009 bear market bottom in the
back of your mind and remain on alert for a retest.
Internals were weakest and at extreme levels in
November 2008, yet the market made its ultimate low in
March 2009 on stronger internals.
At this point the market appears to be tracking our Base
and Best Case scenarios from our 2019 Annual
Forecast last issue. Fed Chairman Jerome Powell is
sounding much more dovish now and the FOMC left
interest rates unchanged at its January 30 meeting. In
addition to leaving interest rates unchanged, the
market was pleased to hear the Fed express flexibility
on its balance reduction strategy, patience with
increasing rates further and data dependence. In his
official remarks after the FOMC meeting Powell himself
said, “The case for raising rates has weakened
somewhat.” Long time readers will remember we have
been suggesting this for months.
The prospects for 2019 have improved dramatically

The NYSE Advance-Decline Line, New Highs and Lows
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February Outlook: Market Internals
Support Rally and Solid 2019 Gains

adversaries reciprocate prospects for our Best Case
scenario for 2019 improve.

(continued from page 2)

over the past five weeks. The Fed has removed its
blinders and backed off its unwavering stance to raise
rates and reduce its balance on a rapid pace. President
Trump has begun to tack to the center a hair with the
Dems and the Chinese. If that continues and his

Lastly, as we mentioned last issue, after the late
Midterm Year correction, more normal Pre-Election Year
gains are now likely in 2019. The Pre-Election Year or
3rd Year of the 4-Year Election Cycle is the best of the
4 by a wide margin. DJIA averages 15.8% since 1949
and NASDAQ Composite averages 28.8% since 1971.

Index Definitions: The S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged composite of 500 large capitalization companies. This index is widely used by
professional investors as a performance benchmark for large-cap stocks. The Dow Jones Industrial Average (‘DJIA’) is an unmanaged
composite of 30 widely held stocks. The NASDAQ Index is an unmanaged composite of the common stocks and similar securities listed on
the NASDAQ Stock Market. The Russell 2000 Index is an unmanaged composite of the bottom 2,000 stocks in the Russell 3000 Index. The
Russell 3000 Index is an unmanaged composite of the 3,000 largest publicly held companies incorporated in America as measured by total
market capitalization. The Russell 2000 index is widely used by professional investors as a performance benchmark for small-cap stocks.You
cannot invest directly in an index and unmanaged index returns do not reflect any fees, expenses or sales charges. Past performance does
not guarantee future results.
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January Barometer:
Trifecta Up 3-For-3 Bullish for 2019
S&P 500 finished the month strong with a 7.9% gain.
This is the best S&P January since 1987. This is also
the third January Trifecta in a row. Last year the S&P
500 crumbled in the fourth quarter under the weight of
triple threats from a hawkish and confusing Fed, a
newly divided Congress and the U.S. trade battle with
China, finishing in the red. 2017’s Trifecta was followed
by a full-year gain of 19.4%, including a FebruaryDecember gain of 17.3%. As you can see in the table
below, the long term track record of the Trifecta is rather
impressive,
posting full-year
gains in 27 of the
30 prior years
with an average
gain for the S&P
500 of 17.1%.
Devised by Yale
Hirsch in 1972,
the
January
Barometer has
registered ten
major
errors
since 1950 for
an
85.5%
accuracy ratio.
This indicator
adheres
to
propensity that
as the S&P 500
goes in January,
so goes the year.
Of the ten major
errors Vietnam
affected 1966
and 1968. 1982
saw the start of a
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major bull market in August. Two January rate cuts and
9/11 affected 2001.The market in January 2003 was
held down by the anticipation of military action in Iraq.
The second worst bear market since 1900 ended in
March of 2009 and Federal Reserve intervention
influenced 2010 and 2014. In 2016, DJIA slipped into a
mini-bear market in January. Including the eight flat
years yields a .739 batting average.
Our January Indicator Trifecta combines the Santa
Claus Rally, the
First Five Days
Early
Warning
System and our
full-month January
Barometer. The
predicative power
of the three is
considerably
greater than any of
them alone; we
have been rather
impressed by its
forecasting
prowess. This is
the 31st time since
1949 that all three
January Indicators
have been positive
and the twelfth
time
(previous
eleven
times
highlighted in grey
in table at right)
this has occurred
in a pre-election
year.
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Market at a Glance
Seasonal: Bullish. February’s long-term track record
is mixed. In all years February ranks no better than
seventh. However, in pre-election years, February’s
performance generally improves with average
returns all turning positive. NASDAQ performs best,
gaining an average 2.8% in pre-election-year
Februarys since 1971. Russell 2000 is second best,
averaging gains of 2.5% since 1979. DJIA and S&P
500, the large-cap indices, tend to lag with average
advances of around 1.0%.
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data and that is likely what will
by a significant margin
Monetary:
2.25-2.50%.
happen this year which could
which leaves room for
Patient is the new word from
further gains. The pace of
prove to be bullish
the Fed as it quickly changed
gains is likely to cool if bullish
for stocks.
course and established a much
sentiment continues to rise.
more dovish stance. What took so long is
Fundamental: Firm-ish. Near-term outlook
anyone’s best guess. Inflation appears just about
remains fair. Unemployment is low, the economy is
perfectly under control while growth is forecast to
still creating jobs each month, corporate earnings,
cool, not run away. A pause in tightening seems to
although slowing, are forecast to continue growing
align well with incoming data and that is likely what
will happen this year which could prove to be bullish
and Atlanta Fed’s GDPNow model is forecasting
for stocks.
2.7% growth for Q4 (official first reading for Q4 is still
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For more information about our strategies, products
and services, including updated fact sheets,
performance summary reports and prospectuses,
visit our web sites: http://www.probabilitiesfundmanagement.com,
http://www.probabilitiesfund.com or call Advisor Services today
at (800) 519-0438.
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